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Abstract: Previous studies related to open innovation have presented piecewise implications in
relation to various knowledge management capacities. The study published by Lichtenthaler and
Lichtenthaler in 2009 presented a model that combines the various open innovation capacities of
firms in view of a mix of knowledge management, dynamic capability and absorptive capacity.
Despite these efforts, there have been few empirical studies on the relationships among capacities,
or between capacities and performance from an integrated perspective. Therefore, this study
seeks to clarify the relationships among knowledge capacities and between knowledge capacities,
technological innovation and financial performance at the firm level. Our findings are that the
transformative, connective, inventive and absorptive capacities both directly and indirectly affects
technological innovation performance; and innovative and desorptive capacities are the key factors
connecting technological innovation to financial performance. This study provides managerial
implications for the balanced development of the various knowledge capacities and the improvement
of technological innovation and financial performance for firm knowledge managers.

Keywords: open innovation; knowledge capacity; knowledge management; technological innovation
performance; financial performance; biopharmaceutical industry

1. Introduction

Since Chesbrough [1], the open innovation approach has become an important strategy that links
a firm’s knowledge capacities and performance. The open innovation is defined as a “systematical
strategy relying on a firm’s capabilities of internally and externally carrying out the major technology
management tasks along the innovation process” [1]. This is closely related to how the firm’s innovation
process is internally and externally captured from the perspective of the “knowledge-based view.”
Understanding complex business activities from a knowledge-based view can provide a useful basis
for developing a firm’s technological innovations [2,3]. This causes business strategies to aim for the
goal of acquiring and utilizing necessary knowledge, represented as business activities and further to
close the gap between the firm’s current and required knowledge capacities.

Previous studies have divided open innovation into three types of inside-out, outside-in and
coupled and have in part proved that knowledge capacities are required differently for each type [4–6].
The firm’s knowledge capacities are closely related not only to intellectual property (or the knowledge
base) but also to the capability to implement the innovation process [7]. In this view, scholars have
clearly distinguished these approaches as knowledge implementation strategies for knowledge
exploration and exploitation, sometimes explicitly mentioning the need to retain internal and external
knowledge as strategic resource [8–10]. Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] introduced the concept of
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integrating six firm’s knowledge capacities by combining these retention, exploration, exploitation
and internal and external firm activities in open innovation systems by applying the laws of biological
evolution. Nevertheless, these discussions have been conceptually presented and have not been
studied empirically. In particular, the relationships among the various knowledge capacities and the
relationships between these knowledge capacities and performance has not been studied.

Therefore, this study examines the structural relationship and impact between the six open
innovation knowledge capacities proposed by Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] and technological
innovation and financial performance. For analysis, this research used eight study variables, including
six knowledge capacity variables and two performance variables and three control variables
derived from Medtrack as well as PASTAT database. Indicators of patents, products and technology
transfers, revenue to measure a firm’s knowledge capacities and performances are used. Furthermore,
considering the evolutionary characteristics of open innovation, this study adopts a hierarchical
structural equation model to emphasize sequences of knowledge capacities and performances, in line
with Yun, Won and Park [12]. This approach is important in that it enables the measurement of
causality and direct/indirect effects between capacities and performances in an integrated open
innovation framework.

This study focuses on the biopharmaceutical industry. The open innovation strategy is significant
for biopharmaceutical firms. First, technological innovation in the biopharmaceutical industry requires a
longer R&D period than other industries and huge costs are involved [13]. Therefore, biopharmaceutical
firms strategically need an open innovation to maximize performance while lowering R&D risks.
Second, due to the cumulative nature of biopharmaceutical technology, firms have difficulty in
developing various technologies. On the other hand, it is necessary to integrate a biopharmaceutical
technology with other various complementary technologies for technological innovations. Therefore,
biopharmaceutical firms should not only develop their own technology internally but also cooperate
with other external organizations to enhance it. Therefore, it is important for biopharmaceutical firms to
understand the relationships and influences between a firm’s knowledge capacities and its performance
with an open innovation framework.

This study provides managerial implications for knowledge managers of biopharmaceutical firms
and contributes to the empirical implementation and validation of the conceptual model integrated
in Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11]. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the next
section provides an explanation about open innovation frameworks and hypotheses for empirical test.
Section 3 presents a description of the data sources, variable definitions and analytical model. Section 4
presents the estimation results and discusses them. Finally, this study concludes with Section 5.

2. Theories and Hypotheses

The knowledge-based view in strategic management emphasizes knowledge as a resource
and technological innovation by exploitation and exploration as a dynamic capability among
various resources [14]. The combinative perspective of resource-based and dynamic capabilities
in the knowledge-based view helps managers to understand and explain most of the complex
business phenomena they encounter and to expand the firm’s boundaries. In particular, in high-tech
industries, firm’s competitive advantage is directly related to continuous technological innovations.
Thus, high-tech firms should build strongly on inter-organizational knowledge creation process
through open innovation as well as internal knowledge creation process [8].

The firm’s knowledge is created by sustained interaction between internal tacit and explicit
knowledge. While new knowledge is developed by individuals, organizations such as firms play
a critical role in clarifying and expanding that knowledge. Nonaka [15] suggested frameworks
for managing the dynamic aspects of the organizational knowledge creation process, comprising
four dynamic processes of combining both tacit and explicit knowledge. Nonaka and Toyama [16]
emphasized that knowledge is context-specific; thus, the knowledge creation process is necessarily
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context-specific in terms of time, space and relationships with others. Superior technological innovations
achieved by these knowledge creation processes of firms represent significant strategic assets [17].

Along with this internal knowledge creation process, open innovation emphasizes various types
of cooperation with external organizations for technological innovations. Gassmann, Daiber and
Enkel [18] argued that open innovations can be classified three types according to core processes:
(1) inbound open innovation through outside-in processes; (2) outbound open innovation through
inside-out processes; (3) mixed open innovation; their study involved a coupled process using
interviews, questionnaires and participating observations of 124 companies. Open innovation is
nurtured by different research traditions: “collaborative innovation” from strategy and innovation
management research; “absorptive capacity” from the knowledge-based view; and “market orientation”
from marketing research [14].

The open innovation framework presented by Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] includes
various types of open innovation and viewpoints of “collaborative innovation,” “absorptive
capacity,” “market orientation.” For the success of an open innovation strategy, Lichtenthaler and
Lichtenthaler [11] emphasized that firms should have various knowledge capacities to implement
it well. Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] suggested that open innovation frameworks constitute
six knowledge capacities related to internal and external knowledge retention, exploration and
exploitation: (1) transformative capacity; (2) connective capacity; (3) inventive capacity; (4) absorptive
capacity; (5) innovative capacity; (6) desorptive capacity.

Internal knowledge retention related with transformative capacity is a result of the need
to maintain knowledge over time [19]. External knowledge retention related with connective
capacity refers to knowledge that is maintained in a firm’s interorganizational relationships [5].
Internal knowledge exploration related with inventive capacity refers to generating new knowledge
inside the firm [20]. External knowledge exploration related with absorptive capacity describes the
acquisition of knowledge from external sources [21]. Internal knowledge exploitation related with
innovative capacity describes internal innovation, that is, knowledge application involving a firm’s
own products [22]. External knowledge exploitation related with desorptive capacity refers to outward
knowledge transfer, for example, by means of technology alliances or technology licensing [23].

However, Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] did not provide relationships among knowledge
capacities and links to performance, despite the fact that these offer diverse knowledge capacities for
open innovation. The open innovation framework provides a sufficient analytical perspective to verify
the relationships of knowledge capacities and performances. Therefore, this study intends to help
in understanding how to generate technological innovation and financial performance through the
various knowledge capacities.

2.1. Transformative, Connective, Inventive, Absorptive Capacity and Technological Innovation Performance

Transformative capacity is defined as a firm’s ability to retain its internal knowledge base [19,24].
In other words, the term “transformative capacity” indicates that knowledge is transformed if firms
maintain knowledge over time and reactivate it subsequently [11]. The specific tasks described
under this capacity are to select technologies and internally maintain, reactivate and synthesize
knowledge [19]. In particular, when required, the ability to reactivate developed technologies over
time is important for a firm’s technological innovation [24,25].

Some previous studies have shown that transformative capacity can have a positive impact on
the technological innovation performance of firms. Adams and Lamont [26] found that transformative
capacity, along with absorptive capacity, plays an important role in organizational innovation.
Guan et al. [27] revealed that the innovation activities in Chinese manufacturing firms could not
be boosted substantially merely through the acquisition of key equipment and apparatus from
abroad. They suggested that Chinese firms should develop their technological transformative capacity,
as well as their absorptive capacity, in order to foster technology transfer and communications
among trading partners. Huang, Lai and Huang [28] explained the role played by transformative
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capacity in the process of inbound open innovation for SMEs through empirical analysis. They found
that transformative capacity has a significant mediating role in the relationship between resource
complementarity and inbound open innovation. Therefore, based on these previous studies, this study
validates the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Firm’s transformative capacity has a positive influence on technological innovation performance.

In sociology, connective capacity refers to the ability to establish links with other elements and
these connections facilitate knowledge access [29]. In the field of strategic management, connective
capacity is defined as a firm’s ability to retain its external knowledge base through interorganizational
relationships such as strategic alliances [30]. Connective capacity includes not only relational capability
but also alliance capability, which further ensures access to external knowledge bases [31,32]. However,
it does not require inward knowledge transfer. In addition, similar to transformative capacity,
connective capacity may comprise both maintaining knowledge in inter-organizational relationships
and subsequently reactivating this knowledge from the perspective of dynamic capability [30].

Scholars have shown that connective capacity can have a positive impact on the technological
innovation performance of firms. Gulati [5] found that firms can efficiently enjoy specialization in the
creation of new knowledge by externally retaining knowledge. Efficient specialization at the knowledge
level involves external knowledge retention, because merely transferring knowledge between partners
is inefficient. Jeong and Ko [33] and Wang, Chang and Shen [34] found that the ability to build
well-developed external connection channels increased the efficacy of inbound open innovation
in achieving superior performance. For example, pharmaceutical companies often collaborate
with numerous biotechnology firms in one particular field of technology [35]. Over the years,
the biotechnology firms’ knowledge is externally retained from the perspective of the pharmaceutical
firm, which does not immediately internalize the knowledge. However, the pharmaceutical companies
have ensured exclusive access to the results of the partners’ R&D in this field by establishing
collaboration agreements. This extended knowledge base provides the pharmaceutical firm with
the option of accessing the knowledge of various partners. Therefore, in this context, this study
examines the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Firm’s connective capacity has a positive influence on technological innovation performance.

Inventive capacity is defined as a firm’s ability to generate new knowledge inside the firm,
originating from the perception of particular opportunities [36]. Therefore, inventive capacity is
directly linked to technology innovation performance. The creation of new knowledge is usually the
outcome of perceiving opportunity or unmet needs for that knowledge. However, new knowledge
that can meet the opportunity or unmet need does not appear in the absence of previous knowledge
base. That is, the creation of new knowledge is affected by the firm’s knowledge base. In this vein,
Coombs and Hull [37] argue that knowledge-generating activities within firms are path-dependent.
Therefore, inventive capacity can be defined as a firm’s internal ability to explore new knowledge in
its knowledge base [11].

Specifically, the creation level of new knowledge is determined by the complementarity and
substitutability of the firm’s knowledge base. Dibiaggio, Nasiriyar and Nesta [38] analyzed whether
complementarity and substitutability of knowledge elements are key determinants of the firm’s
inventive capacity. Using patent data from 1968 to 2002 in the semiconductor industry, they find that
the overall level of complementarity between knowledge components positively contributes to firms’
inventive capability, whereas the overall level of substitutability between knowledge components
generally has the opposite effect. Therefore, this study shows that the inventive capacity is the ability
to control the complementarity and substitutability of the enterprise’s knowledge base and to create
new knowledge.
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Therefore, firm knowledge bases with high complementarity or low substitutability among
knowledge elements generally have a positive impact on technological innovation performance by
increasing these firms’ transformative capacity. On the other hand, firms with a knowledge base
with low complementarity and high substitutability among knowledge elements will increase their
connective capacity to solve the absence of an internal knowledge source. The findings of this study
emphasize that a firm’s inventive capacity significantly depends on knowledge base structure and may
influence transformative capacity and connective capacity. Drawing from these insights, this study
examines the following two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 3-1 (H3-1). Firm’s inventive capacity has a positive influence on technological innovation performance.

Hypothesis 3-2 (H3-2). Firm’s inventive capacity has an influence on transformative capacity and
connective capacity.

Absorptive capacity is defined as a firm’s ability to internalize external knowledge for new
knowledge [39]. To internalize the knowledge outside, firms clearly need prior related knowledge
in their knowledge base [40]. Mowery and Oxley [41] defined absorptive capacity as “a broad set
of skills needed to deal with the tacit component of transferred knowledge.” Kim [42,43] defined it
as the capacity to learn and to solve problems using external knowledge. In this sense, absorptive
capacity is the capacity to internalize external knowledge and may positively influence technological
innovation performance.

The study by Zahra and George [44] explains the organizational differences required by new
knowledge creation by interpreting absorptive capacity from the viewpoint of dynamic capability.
They emphasized absorptive capacity “embedded in a firm’s routines and processes, making it possible
to analyze the stocks and flows of a firm’s knowledge” [44]. They suggested that absorptive capacity
was constituted as four organizational capabilities: knowledge acquisition, assimilation, transformation
and exploitation; and further, was classified into potential and realized capacities. They explained
that potential capacity is related to knowledge acquisition and assimilation capabilities, while realized
capacity is connected to knowledge transformation and exploitation.

Potential absorptive capacity captures the company’s ability to evaluate and acquire external
knowledge but does not guarantee the exploitation of this knowledge. On the other hand, realized
absorptive capacity is a function of capabilities related to knowledge transformation and exploitation.
Realized absorptive capacity reflects the firm’s capacity to leverage the knowledge that has been
absorbed. Therefore, the firm tries to expand its connections with external organizations to increase its
potential absorptive capacity. This implies that the potential absorptive capacity is the driving force for
the firm to increase its connective capacity. The realized absorptive capacity also calls for the use of
internal knowledge to integrate the knowledge gained from the outside. This leads to the re-creation of
existing knowledge in a modified form. Thus, realized absorptive capacity is a driving force to increase
the transformative capacity of the firm. Therefore, this study examines the following two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 4-1 (H4-1). Firm’s absorptive capacity has a positive influence on technological innovation performance.

Hypothesis 4-2 (H4-2). Firm’s absorptive capacity has an influence on transformative capacity and
connective capacity.

2.2. Innovative, Desorptive Capacity, Technology Innovation Performance and Financial Performance

Innovative capacity is defined as a firm’s internal ability to exploit knowledge [11]. It is associated
with matching inventions with the context of their final market [39] and refers to the application
of knowledge that has been explored and retained inside or outside the firm [21,45]. In general,
the birth of state-of-the-art technology is likely to be perceived as the whole of innovation. However,
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Baporikar et al. [46] explained that technological excellence is different from innovative competence.
They found by interviewing experts that the concept of innovation capacity is more market-oriented
than is technological excellence.

Firms should be capable of adapting to unpredictable environmental conditions with strategic
flexibility for markets. This is often achieved by innovative capacity [47]. In other words, innovative
capacity enables firms to quickly sense the relevant direction in changes of market circumstances,
change their strategic direction and thus make the company’s technological innovations fit in
the market [48,49]. In this sense, Hurley and Hult [50] emphasized that firms need continuous
organizational learning in order to establish their market orientation. This means that innovative
capacity entails not only monitoring the market but also the ability to pivot the firm’s latest technology
towards the market through organizational learning.

Therefore, firms with strong innovative capacity might have higher financial performance than
those without. Narver and Slater [51] found market orientation through firms’ innovative capacities
provides a positive influence on their profitability. Kirca, Jayachandran and Bearden [52], through a
meta-analysis, argued that market orientation through a firm’s innovative capacity has a positive effect
on the firm’s financial performance, further emphasizing that this relationship is stronger in product
companies. Therefore, this study attempts to verify following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Firm’s innovative capacity has a positive influence on financial performance.

Desorptive capacity is the ability of an organization to transfer the knowledge developed by
it to an appropriate organization so that it can be utilized externally. Zytner [53] referred to it as
the reverse process of absorbing. Lichtenthaler [23] emphasized that firms’ desorptive capacity to
apply their knowledge or technology to the knowledge creation process of external organizations is
complementary to internal knowledge exploitation. In the open innovation perspective, capturing
value through the external commercialization of a firm’s internal knowledge or technology is a
significant strategy for its competitiveness and business sustainability [54]. Desorptive capacity consists
of identifying the opportunities for exploiting external knowledge and transferring that knowledge
to the recipient. [23,55]. Further Lichtenthaler and Muethel [56] emphasized that the practice of
technology out-licensing includes the ability to sense and seize appropriate recipients and convey
knowledge to them.

Desorptive capacity increases firms’ financial performance by transferring technology generated
by them to external companies. Firms with high desorptive capacity can additively utilize their
developed technologies to make new revenue path (e.g., revenue by technology transfer) in addition
to existing revenue structure. Lichtenthaler [57] emphasized that the increase of desorptive capacity
for outbound open innovation is critical to avoid a firm’s potential risks and to capture its financial
benefits. Bianchi and Lejarraga [58] found that desorptive capacity positively affects licensing revenues,
using data from Spanish manufacturing firms. Kim, Kim and Cho [59] also found that desorptive
capacity is a significant variable in moderating the relation between Korean firms’ R&D investment
and their financial performance. They concluded that increasing R&D investment alone is not sufficient
to improve corporate performance, which emphasizes the complementary role of desorptive capacity.
Therefore, this study examines the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Firm’s desorptive capacity has a positive influence on financial performance.

New technological innovations increase commercialization capacity classified to innovative
capacity and desorptive capacity. First, new technology innovations are an important element,
or resource in creating new products and services in the marketplace [60]. While new products
and services are not necessarily based on new technological innovations, they can be combined
with firm’s previous technologies, products and services by creating exploitative search to final
market [45,61]. In addition, the achievement of technological innovations in company enhances
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its technological competitiveness [62]. Improving technological competitiveness can increase the
chances of occupying firm’s current markets or bring opportunities in areas that were not previously
available [36]. In sum, new technological innovations require the ability to search for products
or services that are appropriate for the market, or to expand firm’s current markets and capture
opportunities in new markets. Therefore, firm’s technology innovation performance may improve
innovative capacity.

Second, new technology innovations may be utilized by directly outward transferring them in
the market. Especially in the biopharmaceutical industry, since the R&D period is long and huge
funds are needed in the process, small and medium-sized enterprises generally tend to relocate
their technological innovation achievements to bigger companies than their own to commercialize
them [62,63]. Firms identify opportunity to exploit new technological innovations through their
own formal or informal networks, or by exploring new technology recipient [64]. After the firm
identify opportunity of external technology exploitation, it practically has to consider (1) type of
value creation such as R&D, manufacturing and marketing; (2) organizational structure related with
competitors and eco-system; (3) the extent of firm’s know-how transfer to succeed outward technology
transfer [65]. Therefore, firm need the ability to identify opportunities for technology transfer and
actually implement it. Thus, firm’s technology innovation performance may improve desorptive
capacity. Therefore, this study attempts to verify following two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 7-1 (H7-1). Firm’s technology innovation performance has a positive influence on innovative capacity.

Hypothesis 7-2 (H7-2). Firm’s technology innovation performance has a positive influence on desorptive capacity.

The study model and hypotheses are summarized in Figure 1.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Data

The study identified a list of US biopharmaceutical companies that were the subject of the
study from Medtrack database and PATSTAT Global data. Medtrack database has the list of global
biomedical firms, involving drug, medical device, food companies and so forth, produced by Informa.
Medtrack basically provides information about (1) lists of global biomedical firms and their addresses,
partially accounting and finance details, products and patents; (2) deal-making in R&D, manufacturing,
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or marketing. Our focus is biopharmaceutical firms in the US. Therefore, this study picked out 152 listed
firms from the Medtrack data. To overcome shortcomings of patent information from Medtrack,
the missing information from the PATSTAT Global database were supplemented. The PATSTAT
database contains bibliographical and legal status patent data from leading industrialized and
developing countries, extracted from the European Patent Office (EPO) databases [66].

This study finally used information secured from 71 US listed biopharmaceutical firms and
407 observations during operations from 2010 to 2016. Biopharmaceutical firms can be categorized
into two groups, based on their main focuses of business, according to Willemstein, van der Valk and
Meeus [67]: (1) therapeutic product firms; and (2) platform service firms. Therapeutic product firms
are companies that actually produce their products and generate profit, while platform service firms
are companies that provide R&D services such as gene sequencing and analysis and clinical trials
and so forth, without producing operation. Firms in this study include 42 (59%) therapeutic product
companies and 29 (41%) platform service companies.

3.2. Variables and Analytical Method

This study has eight study variables: (1) transformative capacity; (2) connective capacity;
(3) inventive capacity; (4) absorptive capacity; (5) technological innovation performance; (6) innovative
capacity; (7) desorptive capacity; (8) financial performance. First, transformative capacity represents
the ability of companies to retain and reuse their knowledge base. McMillan, Mauri and Halmilton [68]
recommended a self-citation indicator as a measure of transformative capacity. Therefore, as a proxy
for transformative capacity, this study uses the number of self-citations of a firm’s registered patents
for patent applications with the USPTO in the fiscal year.

Second, connective capacity represents the ability of a company to gain access to its external
knowledge base and to have immediate access to it when needed. Previous studies used the number of
alliance partnerships at the organizational level, or the number of backward citations in the knowledge
structure, to measure connective capacity [69,70]. Though the number of alliance partnerships can be
used as an indicator of connective capacity at the organizational level, this study focuses on external
knowledge or technologies that are accessible at the knowledge level. Thus, the number of backward
citations is used as a measure of connective capacity. But because the number of backward citations
contain the number of self-citations, it needs to subtract the number of self-citations that utilize a
company’s own knowledge base, meaning transformative capacity. In sum, as a proxy for connective
capacity, this study uses the number of backward citations minus the number of self-citations of the
firm’s previously registered patents within its patent applications to the USPTO in the fiscal year.

Third, inventive capacity is the ability of a company to invent new knowledge or technologies,
using its knowledge base internally. In general, inventive capacity is directly related to technology
innovation performance, so it uses the patent application index [71]. Therefore, inventive capacity
is measured as the number of a firm’s patent applications to the USPTO (United States Patent and
Trademark Office) in a given fiscal year in this study.

Fourth, absorptive capacity is the ability to explore outside knowledge or technologies. In previous
studies, R&D expenditure, R&D intensity and number of accumulated patent registrations were used
as indicators [72,73]. These indicators emphasize that an internal knowledge base should be backed
up to utilize external knowledge. This study measures absorptive capacity as the cumulative number
of a firm’s patent registrations (knowledge base for patent applications) to the USPTO until the end of
the fiscal year. Fifth, the number of patent registrations is used to measure technological innovation
performance. The number of patent applications, registrations, citations and new products in the
biopharmaceutical industry is an important indicator of technological innovation performance [74].
In particular, the number of firm’s patent registrations as a proxy for its technological innovation is
generalized as an important R&D performance indicator in the biotechnology industry [75].

Sixth, innovative capacity refers to the ability of a firm to create products or services that have
market orientation and can make a value proposition to its customers from its knowledge base.
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Scholars have used indicators of the number of products or services launched to measure innovative
capacity [76–78]. Therefore, as a proxy for innovative capacity, this study uses the number of products
and services brought to market in the fiscal year.

Seventh, desorptive capacity refers to the ability of a company to generate revenue by making its
technology available to external organizations. Previous studies, as indicators of desorptive capacity,
have used the number of outward technology transfers [65,79]. Thus, this study measures desorptive
capacity as the number of outward technology transfers in the fiscal year.

Eighth, the firm’s revenue is used to measure financial performance. Previous studies have used
revenue or profit as proxies for financial performance. This study focuses on the short-term financial
performance of biopharmaceutical firms. Generally, it takes about over 10 years from the beginning
of new drug R&D to start generating positive return (positive profit) [80]. Although firm profit is
definitely a valid proxy of financial performance, given that the study period is seven years, it is more
reasonable to use revenue as a proxy for short-term financial performance.

In addition, this research included three control variables for (1) firm size; (2) R&D intensity;
(3) business area. The number of employees is used to measure firm size. Generally, the size of firms
is proportionally related to their technological innovation and financial performance [81]. The R&D
intensity is typically measured by R&D expenditures normalized by the size of a firm [82]. Therefore,
the more R&D investment biopharmaceutical firms have, the more likely they are to increase their
technological innovation or financial performance. In addition, this study included as a control variable
the firm’s business area to consider effects according to business differences. Willemstein, van der Valk
and Meeus [67] classified biopharmaceutical firms as (1) therapeutic product firms and (2) platform
service firms. This study used an indicator for therapeutic product firms for type of business area.

Table 1 describes the variables and their operational definition used in the analytical model.

Table 1. Definition of variables.

Variables Definitions Data Source

Performance
variables

Technological Innovation
Performance (TIP)

Number of patent registrations with the USPTO in
the fiscal year Medtrack

Financial Performance
(FP) Firm’s total revenues in the fiscal year Medtrack

Knowledge
capacity variables

Inventive Capacity (IVC)
Number of patent applications to the USPTO
(United States Patent and Trademark Office) in the
fiscal year

PATSTAT

Absorptive Capacity
(AC)

Number of cumulative patent registrations with
the USPTO in the fiscal year PATSTAT

Transformative Capacity
(TC)

Number of self-citations of firm’s registered
patents for patents applications to the USPTO in
the fiscal year

PATSTAT

Connective Capacity
(CC)

Number of backward citations minus self-citations
(of firm’s registered patents) for patent applications
to the USPTO in the fiscal year

PATSTAT

Innovative Capacity
(INC)

Number of products and services brought to
market in the fiscal year Medtrack

Desorptive Capacity
(DC)

Number of outward technology transfers in the
fiscal year Medtrack

Control variables

Size Number of employees Medtrack

R&D intensity Ratio of R&D expenses to the number of employees Medtrack

Business area 1 if the business area of the firm is production of
therapeutic products, 0 otherwise Medtrack

This study constructed a generalized structural equation model (GSEM) based on the open
innovation process to verify the study hypotheses, which are the structural relationship and
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influence of six open innovation capacities on technological innovation and financial performance in
biopharmaceutical firms. The structural equation model (SEM) is an approach that can simultaneously
solve various types of models [83]. In particular, GSEM can support models with generalized
response variables (various continuous or count variables) and cover hierarchical structural model [84].
This study focuses on demonstrating the evolutionary (or sequential) relationships between knowledge
capacities and performances presented in Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11]. The application of the
hierarchical structural model can explain the direct and indirect effects of sequential actions between
six knowledge capacities and two performances. The structural model depicted in Figure 1 is described
to equations presented as Equations (1)–(6).

TCit = β0 + β1IVCit + β2ACit+

β3Sizeit + β4R&D intensityit + β5Business areait + εit
(1)

CCit = β0 + β1IVCit + β2ACit+

β3Sizeit + β4R&D intensityit + β5Business areait + εit
(2)

TIPit+2 = β0 + β1IVCit + β2ACit + β3TCit + β4CCit+

β5Sizeit + β6R&D intensityit + β7Business areait + εit
(3)

INCit+5 = β0 + β1TIPit+

β2Sizeit + β3R&D intensityit + β4Business areait + εit
(4)

DCit+2 = β0 + β1TIPit+

β2Sizeit + β3R&D intensityit + β4Business areait + εit
(5)

FPit = β0 + β1INCit + β3DCit

β4Sizeit + β5R&D intensityit + β6Business areait + εit
(6)

Equation (3) has two-year lags between inventive, absorptive, transformative, connective
capacities and technological innovation performance. Capacity indicators are all related to the patent
applications and number of cumulative patent registrations of a company in year t and technological
innovation performance is an index related to the number of patent registrations in year t + 2.
There is usually a time gap of two years between the application and registration of a patent [85].
In addition, the number of cumulative patent registrations of a company, which represents absorption
capacity in our model, should also be adjusted to the same time as the inventive capacity. Therefore,
two years of lag are used in Equation (3). In Equation (4), innovation capacity and technological
innovation performance were included in the model with a five-year lag, because they were the results
of technological innovation performance to market. A patent registered by the firm (technological
innovation performance) requires a process of further development, clinical trials, production and
marketing for using as a product or service. There is usually a time gap of five years to complete this
process [86]. Therefore, five years of lag are used in Equation (4). In Equation (5), desorptive capacity
and technological innovation performance were included in the model with a two-year lag, because
they were the results of technological innovation performance to licensing out and this generally takes
two years from firm’s patent registration, when is generally after the completion of Phase I clinical
trials [87]. Therefore, two years of lag are used in Equation (4).

4. Results and Discussion

Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients of variables are shown in Table 2. Apart from
desorptive capacity and transformative capacity, desorptive capacity and connective capacity and
business area and technological innovation performance, correlations among all variables were
significant in Table 2. The estimated results of the GSEM are shown in Table 3. Figure 2 represents the
summarized results of this study.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics and correlations between study variables (N = 407).

Variables Mean Standard Deviation IVC AC TC CC TIP INC DC FP Size R&D Intensity

IVC 10.548 25.595 1.000
AC 171.966 400.510 0.730 *** 1.000
TC 4.575 11.990 0.228 *** 0.472 *** 1.000
CC 19.184 30.256 0.300 *** 0.568 *** 0.687 *** 1.000
TIP 10.582 24.530 0.859 *** 0.785 *** 0.319 *** 0.406 *** 1.000
INC 5.870 14.061 0.688 *** 0.845 *** 0.312 *** 0.462 *** 0.753 *** 1.000
DC 1.268 2.633 0.173 *** 0.071 ** 0.031 −0.002 0.202 *** 0.052 1.000
FP a 4.075 10.837 0.792 *** 0.922 *** 0.372 *** 0.507 *** 0.828 *** 0.872 *** 0.028 ** 1.000
Size 8.206 23.328 0.822 *** 0.897 *** 0.336 *** 0.476 *** 0.833 *** 0.811 *** 0.024 ** 0.938 *** 1.000

R&D intensity b 17.432 17.944 −0.157 *** −0.136 *** 0.001 ** −0.063 * −0.136 *** −0.164 *** −0.009 ** −0.161 *** −0.186 *** 1.000
Business area 0.590 0.492 0.086 *** 0.137 *** 0.113 * 0.141 *** 0.092 0.116 * −0.168 *** 0.142 *** 0.189 *** −0.184 ***

a Unit: billion United States dollars (USD), b Unit: million United States dollars (USD)/employee, *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, † p < 0.1.

Table 3. Coefficients estimated by the generalized structural equation model (N = 407).

Independent Variable
Dependent Variable

TCit CCit TIPit+2 INCit+5 DCit+2 FPit+5

IVCit
0.010 0.020 † 0.030 ***

(0.007) (0.009) (0.005)

ACit
0.003 *** 0.003 *** 0.001 **

(0.0005) (0.0007) (0.000)

TCit
0.018 †

(0.010)

CCit
0.009 *

(0.004)

TIPit
0.009 † 0.032 ***

(0.004) (0.008)

INCit
0.246 ***

(0.018)

DCit
0.185 ***

(0.066)

Sizeit
−0.030 *** −0.030 ** 0.001 0.033 *** −0.042 *** 0.317 ***
(0.008) (0.012) (0.001) (0.005) (0.0116) (0.113)

R&D intensityit
0.001 *** 0.001 *** 0.001 *** −0.001 *** −0.001 *** 0.001

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.008)

Business areait
0.410 * 0.530 * −0.312 * −0.471 *** −0.392 −0.288

(0.200) (0.230) (0.155) (0.145) (0.218) (0.329)

*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, † p < 0.1.
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First, in the relationship between control variables and dependent variables, the size variable has
positive effects on innovation capacity and financial performance (p < 0.001 in all relationships) but
negative effects on transformative capacity, connective capacity and desorptive capacity (p < 0.001,
p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively). In addition, the results show that R&D intensity has a positive
impact on transformative capacity, connective capacity and technological innovation performance
(p < 0.001 in all relationships) and a negative impact on innovative capacity and desorptive capacity
(p < 0.001 in all relationships). Business area of therapeutic product has a positive impact on
transformative capacity and connective capacity (p < 0.1 in all relationships) and has a negative
impact on technological innovation performance and innovative capacity (p < 0.1 and p < 0.001,
respectively).

This study confirms that transformative, connective, inventive and absorptive capacity all have a
positive influence on technological innovation performance (p < 0.1, p < 0.05, p < 0.001 and p < 0.01,
respectively), supporting Hypotheses 1, 2, 3–1 and 4–1. This study also found that inventive capacity
positively influences connective capacity and absorptive capacity positively affects transformative
capacity and connective capacity (p < 0.1, p < 0.001 and p < 0.001, respectively), partially supporting
Hypothesis 3–2 and completely supporting Hypothesis 4–2. Furthermore, this study found that
inventive capacity has a mediating effect in increasing technological innovation performance by
promoting connective capacity and absorptive capacity also has an indirect influence on technological
innovation performance by enhancing transformative capacity and connective capacity. The total direct
effect of transformative, connective, inventive and absorptive capacity on technological innovation
performance is 0.058, while the total indirect effect of inventive and absorptive capacity is 0.0003.

The results of this study prove that knowledge retention and exploration capacities both inside
and outside of firm are important knowledge competencies for the firm’s technological innovation
performance. Transformative and connective capacity directly influenced technological innovation
performance, as did inventive capacity and absorptive capacity. It means that the results of our research
confirm the role of various knowledge capacities in new knowledge creation, that is, in technology
innovations. In sum, our findings demonstrate that knowledge capacities related to knowledge
retention and exploration, as set out in Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11], work in the new knowledge
creation process for biopharmaceutical firms.
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Furthermore, the results of this study help in understanding the flow of knowledge capacities
for technological innovation performance. The findings show that inventive capacity improves
transformative capacity, which is the ability to transform knowledge held within the firm. This study
also showed that absorptive capacity plays a role in improving not only transformative capacity
but also connective capacity, which is the ability to maintain the linkage of external knowledge.
This implies that there are three virtuous paths for technology innovation performance in the
biopharmaceutical industry of (1) inventive capacity-transformative capacity-technological innovation
performance; (2) absorptive capacity-transformative capacity-technological innovation performance;
and (3) absorptive capacity-connective capacity-technological innovation performance.

The study also found direct positive effects of innovative capacity and desorptive capacity on
financial performance (p < 0.001 in all relationships), supporting Hypotheses 5 and 6. In addition,
technological innovation performance improves the innovative capacity and desorptive capacity (p < 0.1,
p < 0.001, respectively) and indirectly affects the financial performance, supporting Hypotheses 7–1 and
7–2. In sum, the total direct effect on financial performance from innovative capacity and desorptive
capacity is 0.431 and total indirect influence of technological innovation performance is 0.008.

The results of this study imply that internal or external knowledge exploitation capacities
towards the market are critical knowledge competencies for firms’ financial performance. In addition,
new knowledge creations (technological innovations) are an important resource for improving the
company’s innovative capacity and desorptive capacity. Firms judge whether they exploit new
technological innovations internally or externally using innovative capacity and desorptive capacity.
Firms generally develop their new technological innovations through innovative capacity if they have
complementary resources and relevant core competencies in order to create market-oriented products
and services [88]. On the other hand, if they lack the resources and capabilities to complement new
technological innovations, or identify opportunities for external exploitation of technology innovations,
firms may seek external organizations suitable and transfer them through their desorptive capacity [23].
This study’s findings confirm that there are two ways—through innovative capacity and desorptive
capacity—for firms to drive revenue from technological innovations in the biopharmaceutical industry.

5. Conclusions

This study examined the structural relationships and influences on technological innovation and
financial performances, of six knowledge capacities: (1) transformative; (2) connective; (3) inventive;
(4) absorptive; (5) innovative; and (6) desorptive capacities, as proposed by Lichtenthaler and
Lichtenthaler [11]. The research sought to separate direct effects and indirect effects of knowledge
capacities on performances and further to understand knowledge flows by clarifying the relationships
between knowledge capacities and performances through a structural model. The results of this
study are as follows, particularly in biopharmaceutical industry: first, it confirmed direct effects of
transformative and connective capacities and direct and indirect effects of inventive and absorptive
capacities on technological innovation performance. Second, it demonstrated direct effects of
innovative capacity and desorptive capacity on financial performance and the indirect effect of
technological innovations on financial performance, which is established through innovative capacity
and desorptive capacity.

This study provides two managerial implications for firm’s knowledge managers, particularly
biopharmaceutical industry. First, firms should improve their overall transformative, connective,
inventive and absorptive capacities to promote technological innovation performance (patent).
These capacities work in combination for technological innovation performance. It is possible for
a firm to make a mistake that is biased towards internal exploration innovation, the creation of
technological innovation performance by inventive capacity, or external exploration innovation,
the creation of technological innovation performance by absorptive capacity. Firms should maximize
their technological innovation performance by exploratory innovation with balanced knowledge
management capability between inventive capacity and absorptive capacity. In addition, firms must
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develop their ability to preserve their knowledge base and avoid it being made obsolete, by internally
transforming and externally connecting knowledge. Furthermore, firms strive to recognize and
access their internal or external knowledge bases so that their knowledge exploration capacities,
that is, inventive capacity and absorptive capacities, can form a virtuous cycle structure that drives
transformative and connective capacities.

Second, firms should improve innovative capacity and desorptive capacity and strive to create
technological innovations to promote financial performance (revenue). The results of this study
clearly demonstrated that there are direct effects of innovative capacity and desorptive capacity on
financial performance and indirect effect of technological innovation performance through enhancing
innovative capacity and desorptive capacity; that is, there are two paths from technological innovation
performance to financial performance. This means that firms should select technology innovations that
can be developed internally into products and services that fit the market and that can be developed
by outside organizations to utilize them and help the firm’s revenue. Therefore, firms should keep in
mind that there are two ways to turn technology innovation performance into financial performance
and utilize both methods appropriately. In practice, firm’s knowledge managers need to be trained
and consulted on market pivoting, technology commercialization, technology transfer and so forth,
to improve financial performance through innovative capacity and desorptive capacity.

Despite providing various contributions to structural relationships and influences between
various knowledge capacities for open innovation and performances, this study has limitations
due to restriction of data collection. The results of this study use a variety of indicators such as
indicators related to patents, the number of products or services, the number of technology transfers
and revenue of the firm but more diverse indicators can be utilized to provide information on subtle
differences according to them in future studies. For example, despite the individual studies about each
knowledge capacity, there is a lack of studies on proxy discovery that reveal knowledge capacities
for open innovation. In addition, although the number of patent registrations and revenues are used
as performance proxies in this study, using the other qualitative aspects (e.g., the number of family
patents, the number of patent claims) of patents to measure the technological innovation performance
and the profit aspects for the financial performance measurement can also be considered. This study
suggests that these limitations will be complemented by future studies to demonstrate the various
relationships among knowledge capacities, or between knowledge capacities and performances related
to open innovation and provides useful implications for firm knowledge managers.
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